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Hawthorn Historical Society Publications
Faint traces: Chinese in Hawthorn
before the Second World War
Diane Nicholas & Mary Sheehan, $15
Hawthorn streets index
Gwen McWilliam, (reprinted 2004) $22
Street Walks
Village Walk (revised 2015) - $7.50
Other Walks by Gwen McWilliam, $7 per set
A Glimpse of Glenferry
Articles by Ruth Dwyer

We can now send out your
newsletter by email!
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com

If you would like to receive future
newsletters this way.

$20

Hawthorn History Walks
Discover the history of Hawthorn with a series of self-guided walks produced by the Hawthorn
Historical Society.
Sets for the walks are available from
Hawthorn Library for $5.00 each.
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Welcome

Dear Members and Friends

We are

Dear Members and Friends
Since our last newsletter, your committee has been busy preparing for the coming Re-Living
Hawthorn Memories exhibition in August and we have enjoyed several wonderful events and
opportunities to engage with the public. We have continued to be involved in helping members of
our community with their fight to control development in the municipality. Zoning and Heritage
Overlay issues continue to be a concern to many local residents. We are also rebuilding our website
so check out its new look. www.hawthornhistoricalsociety.com.au.
The visit to Ripponlea to see the costumes from the film of The Dressmaker had us all enthralled by
the collection of mid-century hats. They were so very stylish. The costumes, too spoke of some
elegant fashion from the 1950’s. This exhibition is well worth a visit if it returns (last day 31 st July).
In June, we joined with Richmond and Burnley Historical Society for a very successful event at the
Hawthorn Rowing Club overlooking The Hawthorn Bridge which was the topic of our talk. Ken
McInnes outlined the development of this bridge in its various stages with many interesting
illustrations. His engineering background allowed him to give the non-engineers in the audience a
clear understanding of the structural beauty and importance of this metal truss bridge. Ken has
made a particular study of the accomplishments of the bridge’s designer, colonial civil engineer,
Francis Bell (1821 – 1879) whose work was far reaching but not widely recognised. Some 50 people
heard this very fine talk. Thanks go to the Hawthorn Rowing Club for so generously hosting us.
Only this last week some twenty of us were given a guided tour of the Melbourne Tram Museum. It
was great fun climbing into the old trams and reliving memories. I was feeling grateful that I don’t
have to travel in the open carriages these cold July mornings. Thanks to the volunteers at the
Museum for sharing their knowledge and their warm hospitality.
Elizabeth Love and Elizabeth Yewers had the privilege of spending a morning with the Grade 3 & 4
students at Auburn Primary School and helping them with their local history projects. Some of the
questions surprised us. “When was the first email sent in Hawthorn?” We realised that nine and ten
year olds have a different perspective from an older person on what constitutes ‘history’, and that
even 1980 is several life times away for them. We returned to the school for their celebration day
to see the completed projects including some on culture, fashion and schools. We were amazed to
see sophisticated power point presentations and are hoping to be able to show some of these at
our Re-Living Hawthorn Memories afternoon on 20th August.
We are thrilled to have new member Bill Mackie’s wonderful article in this edition concerning
Henry Sallows Walsh and the Walsh family. This was prompted by the article in our last edition
concerning our acquisition of some memorabilia belonging to Michael O’Grady which had been
made by Walsh Bros. jewellers. We will bring the second half of Walsh’s story in a subsequent
edition.
We hope to see you at our coming events. The Re-Living Hawthorn Memories promises to be
spectacular. Don’t miss it.
Elizabeth Yewers
President
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Henry Walsh
Henry Walsh – A Notable Pioneer of
Hawthorn – PART 1
By Bill Mackie, great-great-grandson of Henry
Walsh
Henry Walsh came to live in Hawthorn in 1853,
when he purchased 18 acres (7.2 ha) of land
where Lisson Grove is now situated. He was a
man of great enterprise and energy, doing
much for the communities of Boroondara and
Melbourne. This article describes features of
his life in England before migrating to
Melbourne in 1849, and his notable career as a
citizen of Hawthorn over the next 28 years.

Early life in England

Fig. 1 Henry Walsh, MLC.
Mayor of Melbourne, 1858-59.
City of Boroondara Heritage
Collections

Henry Walsh was born in 1806 at Lewes, Sussex. In 1827 he commenced his 7-year apprenticeship
to London clockmaker Robert Fish, and in the same year he married Charlotte Wade at St Leonard’s
Church, Shoreditch, London. Their first son Henry was born in about 1828, presumably in London,
and second son Frederick in 1831 at Lewes in Sussex. Following completion of his apprenticeship,
Henry conducted his own business from 1835 to 1839 as a watch and clock maker at Newbury,
Berkshire, where his third son Alfred was born in about 1835.

Fig. 2 The twin dials of Vines’ and
Walsh’s clock. Sidereal dial with 4
hands is on the right side. The
movement has only one escapement
with a pendulum that beats sidereal
4
seconds.
© Science Museum, London.

At Newbury Walsh made some interesting timepieces. Most
impressive was a unique clock with two dials and a single
complex movement (Fig. 2). One dial is inscribed ‘MEAN SOLAR‘
above ‘J. Vines Invr’, the other dial shows SIDEREAL above ‘Walsh
Newbury Maker’. This clock is now in the Science Museum,
London. A sidereal day is about 4 minutes a day shorter than a
solar day (our normal time); leap year enables solar time to catch
up with sidereal time. Joseph Vines designed a system with four
gear wheels and spindle to transfer time from the sidereal dial to
the solar time dial, with an error in this gearing of 0.0005 seconds
a day, or about 1 second in 5½ years (Fig. 3). As maker of this
clock, Henry Walsh must have applied remarkable skill and
insight in constructing its movement to achieve its successful
completion, yet the clock is commonly attributed solely to Joseph
Vines.
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The 1841 Census of England showed watchmaker Henry
Walsh (35), Charlotte (35) and son Alfred (6) living at 23
Market Place, Reading, Berkshire. The same Census showed
their sons Henry (13), Frederick (12) and eighteen other boys
up to fourteen years old, and a school assistant (38) were
resident with the family of schoolmaster John Moss and his
wife Anne in Newbury. Local trade directories show Henry
Walsh was trading in Reading in 1837 and in 1844. The
Fig. 3 The single movement of the
clock, showing some of the sidereal
1851 Census showed Henry Walsh (23) and two other men,
of about similar age and each listed as watchmaker, living gears at right side linked by a spindle to
the seconds dial’s gear wheels on the
with a family in Newbury; this suggests that son Henry
solar time side.
Thomas Harrington Walsh may have been serving an
© Science Museum, London.
apprenticeship to a clockmaker at a time when his father
and other family members were in Melbourne.
It appears that after Henry’s wife Charlotte died in Reading in 1844 he subsequently returned to
London. In 1845 he married Phoebe Sallows (née Bowring) in Lambeth, Surrey. In 1849 a Henry
Walsh clockmaker was trading at 123 Chancery Lane, London. This report is coincident with the fact
that a large clock, donated by Henry Walsh in 1855 to Christ Church, Hawthorn, has a dial inscribed
‘Walsh & Co. London’ (Fig. 4).
New business in Melbourne
After Henry Walsh, with Phoebe, Frederick and Alfred, arrived in
Melbourne in 1849 he soon set up his business in this city of about
20,000 people. The 1851 Port Phillip Directory listed Henry Walsh as a
maker of watches, clocks, and thermometers, as well being a jeweller
at 26 Swanston Street.
The eldest son Henry, who was in Newbury in 1851, appears to have
arrived in Melbourne in 1852. In 1854 he bought the watch-making
business of G. Tomlinson in Warrnambool.
Fig. 4 Christ Church clock
inscribed Walsh & Co.
London.

All English records about Henry Walsh show only one given name for
him. Soon after settling in Melbourne his name in all public
documents had become Henry Sallows Walsh. Perhaps he adopted the name Sallows to distinguish
his name from that of his son Henry, who in Warrnambool traded in the same type of business as
that of his father; possibly he also chose Sallows in deference to his wife Phoebe, who was Phoebe
Sallows before she married him.
Also in 1854 Henry Sallows Walsh took his son Frederick and an Edwin Jones, formerly of London,
into a partnership trading as Walsh, Jones & Company. In 1855 Henry Snr. bought a property at 53
Collins Street where he carried on the business; in the same year he formed Walsh and Sons with
Henry, Frederick and Alfred in the partnership. The Walsh, Jones & Co, partnership in Melbourne
was dissolved in 1857. However, the name Walsh, Jones & Co. London appears on timepieces
during some subsequent years and possibly reflects the practice of some Australian importers using
their name with a London address for English made goods. From about 1862 the firm traded as
5
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Walsh Brothers with Frederick and Alfred managing the business at 53 Collins Street. By this time
their father Henry was much involved in business and civic activities in Melbourne.
Following the discovery of gold in New South Wales and a rush of Victorian residents to NSW, in
early 1851 the Victorian government offered a reward of £200 to anyone who found payable
amounts of gold within 200 miles of Melbourne, and it appointed in June 1851 a Gold Discovery
Committee to administer the award; subsequently Henry Walsh became a member of this
committee; in July he assayed a sample from the Pyrenees District and reported on its excellent
quality. The rush to the diggings in the Ballarat, Bendigo and other locations from Melbourne
resulted in a dramatic reduction in its population and public services. This problem is illustrated in a
story related by Frank Walsh, a son of Frederick and grandson of Henry, who described how some
‘bushrangers’ tried to steal money from Henry Walsh’s home and shop at 53 Collins Street, where
Henry had much gold stored. The following is an extract from some notes written by Frank Walsh
about his grandfather Henry and given to his nephew Justin Walsh.
“However; he did buy a lot (3,000 ozs) but could not get it away to London, where the
market was, because all the ships that came from England were at the moment laid up in
Hobson Bay, as the crews had all deserted from them and gone to the Diggins!
Likewise;--the Police had all resigned: -- The only Bank in Melbourne would not buy any Gold,
-- and Grandfather was left with 3,000 ozs of Gold in his private house at the top of Collins St.
Literally to defend his Gold when Melbourne was full of escaped convicts from Van Dieman’s
Land (Tasmania) – and when murders were being committed by these Convicts in the public
streets of Melbourne almost every night!!
He armed father (who was not then married) with a double barreled pistol (muzzle loader),
uncle Alf (likewise) placed them in the sitting room down stairs facing Collins St, and took a
double barreled gun himself upstairs to his bedroom in the house at the corner of Collins St
and Exhibition St in which he then resided, -- with an ample supply of gunpowder, “swan
drop” shot and gun caps; --- and awaited the attack from the bushrangers!!
It duly came.—The bushrangers were well informed (by ex lags) where the Gold was hidden,
-- and the first my father knew of the attack was when at about 2 o’clock a.m. he heard the
noise from outside the sitting room of bricks from the wall being extracted by a pick to
permit a hole big enough to admit the thieves. All the outside doors of the house had been
securely locked.
My father roused his brother Alf and told him that directly the thieves cracked a hole in the
plaster on the wall large enough to admit the muzzle of his pistol – to ram it in and fire both
barrels – and that he (my father) would follow up immediately – with two more barrels from
his pistol.
The plaster on the wall at that moment just started to crack. My uncle, who was a rather
nervous boy, gallantly did his part by ramming the two barrels of the pistol in to the hole in
the wall. But never having fired a pistol before pulled both triggers at once. --- Grandfather
had evidently been very liberal with the two charges of gunpowder and shot, for the recoil
from the explosion knocked Uncle Alf over backwards; ---(and Father said) from the
expression on Alf’s face --- he appeared to think that he was suffering from a counter attack
by the burglars from the other side of the hole --- because Grandfather had told him that the
prospectives were really desperate characters.
However --- Grandfather (having heard the noise also) appeared at the window of his
bedroom upstairs with the double-barreled gun --- and yelled out; --- “I see you – you
6
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ruffians!”—(Although, unfortunately, he could not see them distinctly) but he let fly with two
barrels of “swan drop”. --- And the impression the would-be robbers must have received, was
that a platoon at least of soldiers had opened fire on them --- for they fled down Collins St --and father helped them on their way by discharging his double barreled pistol after them
also.”
Walsh Bros. continued trading at 53 Collins Street until 1881. During this period Walsh Bros. was
regarded as the largest jewellery business in colonial Victoria. It was the leading supplier of high
class clocks, watches and jewellery. It commissioned the best goldsmiths and silversmiths to make
trophies, testimonials, epergnes, and other tableware. Eminent craftsmen involved with Walsh
Bros. were William Edwards, Edward Fischer and Julius Hogarth.
Walsh clocks and watches in Melbourne
As mentioned above, Christ Church, Denham Street, Hawthorn, has the clock that was donated by
Henry Walsh soon after the church was built in 1853-54. It has inscribed ‘Walsh & Co. London’, the
name used when Henry traded in London before migrating to Australia. It is in serviceable condition
and is fitted with a fusee for improved timekeeping in a spring-driven clock.
Museum Victoria has two notable Walsh items in its horology collection. One is a pocket watch,
having a second’s dial and a gold hunter case with chain; it would have been made in England and
imported by Walsh Jones & Co., Melbourne, and was for a testimonial presentation in 1854. The
other timepiece is a marine wall clock with a brass dial in a round carved case. It was used on the
Victorian Navy battleships HMVS Nelson and HMVS Cerberus. It carries, on the front of the dial, the
inscription Walsh, Jones & Co. London, and on the back of the dial is a repairer’s mark with a
partially indistinct inscription ‘I [?]. Jones, Nelson Place’ and ‘13/10/72’. The date of this repairer’s
mark is 15 years after the Walsh, Jones & Co. partnership was terminated; however; the mark may
pertain to a contemporary business advertisement for ‘H. Jones, Chronometer, Watch and
Clockmaker, Opposite the Old Pier, Williamstown’ that also showed ‘Nautical Instruments Repaired
and Adjusted’.

Fig. 5 Marine clock, inscribed Walsh,
Jones & Co. London; used on
HMVS
Nelson & Cerberus.
© Museum Victoria

Fig. 6 HMVS Nelson, built as a 3-decker, 120
gun battleship in 1814 but later changed to 2
decks with 46 guns and steam engine and
loaned for training in Victorian Navy in 1868.

It is difficult to define the scale of the Walsh clock business after Henry arrived in Melbourne; it is
clear it had a heavy reliance on English sources for its timepieces. From 1851 the Victorian gold rush
7
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brought prosperity with big changes and developments in Melbourne’s industries and communities.
In this period the Walsh Bros. business moved strongly into the manufacture and sale of jewellery
and a wide and fascinating range of gold and silver items for trophies, tableware, presentation
pieces, and wedding gifts. At the same time Henry Walsh played a leading role in the public and
corporate affairs in the city of Melbourne.
Principal Sources and Acknowledgements
Thomson, Kathleen & Serle, Geoffrey (1972) A biographical register of the Victorian
Legislature,1859-1900. Australian National University Press, Canberra.
Arnold, V. H.(1973) Victorian Year Book.
Loomes, B. (1989) Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the World, vol. 2, 2nd Edn., N.A.G. Press,
Colchester, Essex.
Bruton, E. (1989) The History of Clocks and Watches. Crescent Books, New York.
Britten, F. J. (1899) Old Clocks and Watches and their Makers, 9th Edn. 1986, Methuen, London.
Port Phillip Directory for 1851.
Melbourne City Council Corporate Information Services.
Museum Victoria, Melbourne.
Sands & Kenny, Melbourne Directory 1855, 1857 & 1858
Sands & McDougal, Melbourne Directory 1862.
Powerhouse Museum, www.powerhousemuseum.com/collection/database/?irn=186781.
FamilySearch™ International Genealogical Index v5.0.
FamilySearch™ Ancestral Files v4.19.
McWilliam, G. (1978) Hawthorn Peppercorns. Brian Atkins, Hawthorn.
Paynting, H.H. & Grant, M. (1985) Victoria Illustrated 1834-1984. James Flood Charity Trust,
Melbourne.
Special thanks to
Mrs Ruth Dwyer, Hawthorn, for much historical material extracted from early Victorian newspapers
and public records relating to Henry Walsh.
Mrs Mary Walsh, Mosman Park, WA, for historical information on Henry Walsh and Frederick
Walsh’s family members in Western Australia.
Mrs Rosemary Keown., Mosman Park, WA, for information about Frank Walsh of Mileura, WA.
Mr A.G. McDonald, Librarian, British Horological Institute, Upton Newark, Notts., England

Can You Help ?
We are looking for people with a little time to spare to help us run the Society. There are some ongoing jobs and some one-off tasks. Perhaps one of these might interest you.
 Indexing our early Newsletters – noting down the authors of articles and the topics; identifying
and recording photographs. Some interesting material to be found here.
 Keeping the Website up to date – This might need a couple of hours a month. Adding events to
the calendar. Loading articles. Deleting out of date material. Instruction given.
 Cataloguing and Archiving our collection – from time to time, people give us items of interest
pertaining to the history of Hawthorn: invitations to mayoral balls, invoices from local traders,
medals, books or postcards. We need to keep a good record of these items and care for them
appropriately. Instruction given.
8
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ENCOURAGEMENT
We love meeting at the Local History Room at the Hawthorn Library (584 Glenferrie Road) each 2 nd
& 4th Wednesday (11 am to 1 pm). Sometimes there is only a few of us, indexing the collection or
working on a research project. Often we find ourselves helping members of the public with their
family history research or to find out about the history of their house. Sometimes we meet
researchers with extensive experience who have already published their work. Nevertheless it
leads to some fascinating discussions and everyone leaves enriched.
One day we met Andrea Chung who was doing some research for her University studies and we
asked if she would tell us about her experience. She is studying by distance education at University
of New England in Armidale NSW. This is what she says.
“Having spent many years researching my family history, I decided that I wanted to obtain some
formal qualifications in history, in the hope of eventually gaining employment in my area of interest.
In June 2015 I enrolled as a full time student in the Advanced Diploma of Local, Applied and Family
History course at the University of New England, NSW. I was excited but overwhelmed at the same
time, not having studied for many years, however it has turned out to be a rewarding decision. The
course takes one and half years to complete on a full time basis but can also be studied over six
years in a part time capacity and includes a wide range of subjects including European history,
colonial history, local and community history, archaeology, and academic writing, just to name a
few.
While course work still needs to meet its deadlines, studying online has its advantages in that
lectures can be listened to on a more flexible basis and there are forums on which all online
students can ask questions, and receive support from the lecturers and other students. While it has
its challenges, I have learnt so much, and feel I am well on my way to achieving something I never
thought possible. I recommend this course to anyone who might be interested in furthering their
knowledge of history either on a personal or professional level.”
Thanks Andrea, this is a great encouragement for our amateur historians to take things further.

Some Recent Research Queries
If you can add any information, photos or anecdotes please contact the Society.
 William McMichael Shields (1869 - 1949) was an architect who designed some houses in Grace
Park Estate. His descendants are keen to know which ones they were. Shields undertook a
number of public works including the Women’s Hospital and repairs to the spire of Scots Church
 We were able to connect a researcher in NSW with member Alison Stawell whose uncle Flight
Lieutenant Colin McIntosh Rose died on war service in France in 1942. Some locals in France
are seeking to raise a memorial to his flight crew.

9
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Coming Attractions
RE-LIVING HAWTHORN MEMORIES
In 1906 pioneer film makers Johnson & Gibson travelled
down Burwood Road, Hawthorn capturing moving images of
the people and businesses which made up the community.
This event will give you the opportunity to see the film and
examine in detail some 80 stills taken from the film. In
addition there will be short, fascinating presentations with
some intriguing twists.
Saturday 20th
August
1 pm to 5 pm
See programme
below

Rooms 3 & 4
Hawthorn Community Precinct
584 Glenferrie Road
Hawthorn 3122

All welcome
$5 donation
Enquiries: 9819 1218 or
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com

RE-LIVING HAWTHORN MEMORIES 1906 -2016

Programme

DISPLAY OF PHOTOGRAPHS and MEMORABILIA open all afternoon from 1 pm to 5 pm
 Images from 1906 of Hawthorn streets, shops and people. How has Hawthorn changed
in the past 110 years?
 Fascinating Olympic Posters – Sporting records and controversy

1.30 pm
2 pm
2.30 pm
3.15 pm
3.50 pm
4.15 pm

PLUS
Bessie Darling – University of Melbourne’s first female Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons Presenter: Oriel Flewell-Smith
Screening of the iconic 1906 film “Living Hawthorn”
Afternoon Tea – feel free to browse the exhibition
Virtually There !
Presenter: Barney Meyer, professional panographer
Michael O’Grady – a Hawthorn founder
Presenter: Elizabeth Love
Finish

BOROONDARA CEMETERY TOUR
Guide: Tony Michael
With land set aside in 1855, the first burial in the Boroondara
Cemetery was in 1859. Many noted citizens of early Melbourne have
their resting place here. Tony Michael has organised a tour to take in
some of the luminaries of Hawthorn as well as the highlights of this
cemetery including the Springthorpe Memorial. Limited numbers so
please book.
Saturday 3rd
September
12 midday

10

Boroondara General Cemetery
Meet on the cnr High St &
Parkhill Rd Kew

All welcome – Bookings essential
$5 donation
Enquiries: 0408 176 905 or
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Guest Speaker: Ian Smith
“Theatres of Hawthorn”
Perhaps you recognise this photo of the Vogue Cinema which stood on the
corner of Pine Street and Church Street Hawthorn. Perhaps you remember
going to the Palace in Glenferrie Road, now gone. Or the Glenferrie now
replaced by the Lido.
Join us at our AGM and hear from Ian Smith of the Cinema and Theatre
History Society about the rise and fall of suburban cinemas in Hawthorn.
Popcorn anyone?
Saturday 22nd
October
2.30 pm

Hawthorn Community Precinct
584 Glenferrie Road
Hawthorn 3122

All Welcome

REPURPOSING THE OLD
This will be a magical experience with a chance to see some
creations made from discarded objects by Lindy Bajurnow.
Her talk will include the history of buttons.
Don’t miss this one as it will be an uplifting afternoon.
Sunday 13th
November
2.30 pm

Hawthorn Community Precinct
584 Glenferrie Road
Hawthorn 3122

beautiful

All Welcome
Information: 0408 176 905
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com

BOOK LAUNCH
KAWARAU
By
Jennifer O’Donnell
Kawarau, in Tooronga Road, built in 1893, was most
famously the home of Frederick Cato from 1904 until his
death in1935. It later saw service as Stephanie’s
Restaurant and is now Alia College.
Jennifer O’Donnell has produced this book which looks in
detail at the construction and life of this interesting building
Tuesday 18th
October

Hawthorn Community Precinct
584 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn
3122

All Welcome
Information: 0408 176 905
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com

7.30 pm

OTHER DATES
Local History Room
Wednesday 10th August
Wednesday 28th September
Wednesday 9th November

Hawthorn Library 11am to 1pm
Every 2nd & 4th Wednesday
th
Wednesday 24 August
Wednesday 14th September
Wednesday 12th October
Wednesday 26th October
Wednesday 23rd November

OPEN HOUSE MELBOURNE – HAWTHORN TOWN HALL
You might have seen us recently at the Hawthorn Arts Centre taking tour groups as part of the
Open House Melbourne on the last weekend in July. It was fun to be able to show so many people
around this splendid John Beswicke creation. Thanks to the Arts Centre for inviting us to be
involved.
11
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HAWTHORN HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC: NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
to be held on Saturday 22nd November 2016, 2.30 pm, in upstairs meeting
rooms 3&4 of Hawthorn Community Precinct, 584 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn
AGENDA
1. Welcome and apologies
2. Confirmation of Minutes of 2015 Annual General Meeting, 21st November 2015
3. Annual Report
4. Treasurer’s Report
5. Election of Committee
6. Forthcoming Events
7. Guest Speaker from The Cinema & Theatre History Society
8. Refreshments
Nominations are called for the 2016/2017 Committee of Hawthorn Historical Society. For
enquiries please ’phone Elizabeth Yewers, 9819 1218. Completed nomination forms should
be returned by Thursday 20th October, 2016 to: The Secretary, Hawthorn Historical Society,
Box 8, Hawthorn Community precinct, 584 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn 3122. Or emailed to
hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com
I ......................................................................as a financial member of HHS wish to
nominate
……………………………………………………….............................................................for
the position of
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Public Officer
Committee Member
Signed: (Proposer).....................................................
Signed: (Seconder)...................................................
I, ............................................................................................................ accept this
nomination
Signed: .................................................. Date: ........................

_________________________________________________________________
WEBSITE NEWS
Soon after you receive this, our new website should have ‘gone live’. Your
committee engaged web designer Paul Churton to upgrade the site to enable us to
more easily keep it up to date. It should now be simple for someone with moderate
computer knowledge to upload information and keep the material current.
Take time to take a look. We’ll gradually be adding material over time. The address
hasn’t changed.
Go to http://www.hawthornhistoricalsociety.com.au/
While you are there you’ll find a link to our latest Facebook postings. You don’t need to subscribe to
Facebook to see these interesting stories. And we are a whisker away from having 500 followers.
That’s something to celebrate.

